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ABSTRACT
Many teachers found that the training model implemented not match the needs of teachers. Teachers only receive materials while training, testing, and then the training finished. The purpose of this study is to search for and find an effective training model, which is based on the ability to search the competence of teachers in teaching mathematics. This article is based on qualitative research on Elementary School teachers in Semarang. As a result, the teachers do not understand the mathematical literacy, do not quite understand about the application of scientific approach in teaching mathematics that is integrated into thematic. The results were necessary to develop a training model which not only includes lectures in the same direction, but there must be a lecture, discussion, simulation, assistance in the classroom, and reflections. Training is done without interrupting the process of learning and mentoring done by trainers when teacher teaches in the classroom.
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Introduction
Teachers need to be improved their competence. This can be done through training by the authorities. Observations in the field, training has been carried out not likely to involve teachers in planning. Teachers only invited, given the material, while training, testing, and then the training finished. Thus, the organizers sometimes forget the initial capabilities that need to be owned by the teachers before implement a training. There is a training that prerequisite of materials for the teachers were supposed to know. But in fact, not necessarily the teachers know.

Training will be effective if the implementation is completely in accordance with the needs of teachers, especially for Elementary School teachers. Elementary School teachers in Indonesia, implementing Curriculum of 2013, which means the learning process to use a scientific approach. In addition, for Elementary School teachers have the ability to deliver to the students in math competitions, so the teachers also need to have mathematical literacy skills. Elementary Schools in Indonesia is implementing the curriculum of 2013 had applied the scientific approach. In addition, the integrated thematic also held from grade I to grade VI.

Work on mathematics, now also begin is characterized by mathematical literacy. In an initial study in year-1 obtained accurate information that turned out to be Elementary Schools teachers: (1) the majority of respondents did not know the meaning of mathematical literacy. Elementary Schools teachers do math as they know when they get the math, (2) teachers do not fully understand the scientific approach, and (3) the
teachers have heard the term of scientific approach and thematic integrated yet find difficulty in preparing their Lesson Plan.

The mathematics learning process required by the Curriculum of 2013 is a learning process carried out by the scientific approach (Kemdikbud, 2013a). A new approach, which is also known by most of Elementary Schools teachers, both high grade and low grade. What is meant by low grade is a grade I, II, or III on the level of Elementary School (SD) or Islamic Elementary School (MI). While the high-grade is a class IV, V, or VI on the level of Elementary School or Islamic Elementary School.

Based on the General Guidelines for Learning that stipulated in Permendikbud No. 103 of 2015, in learning through scientific approach, known there are five phases/process namely: observing, questioning, collect of information that could be done through experiments, associating, and communicating. Additionally, in Permendikbud No. 53/2015, learning in Elementary Schools should refer to the Integrated Thematic learning. Through integrated thematic, students are invited and trained to associate phenomena with each other phenomena. Such occurrences mathematics learning known as mathematical literacy.

Mathematical literacy skills are very indispensable by teacher. Mathematical literacy is an individual’s capacity to formulate, employ, and interpret mathematics in a variety of contexts. It includes reasoning mathematically and using mathematical concepts, procedures, facts, and tools to describe, explain, and predict phenomena.

This confirms earlier suggestions by Hofer and Beckmann (2009) who wrote in the International journal that: Mathematical literacy is an individual’s capacity to identify and understand the role that mathematics plays in the world, to make well-founded judgements and to use and engage with mathematics in ways that meet the needs of that individual’s life as a constructive, concerned, and reflective citizen.

Learning in the high classroom, for example with an environmental theme, teacher must be able to associate the number of feet in a set of pet chickens in the home environment by further multiplication concepts who will be explained to the students. Thus, the high-class teacher needs to master of mathematical literacy, according to the cognitive level of students. Kemdikbud (2013c) in book on Technical Guidelines on Remedial Education and Enrichment in Elementary Schools give the freedom to Elementary School teachers to enrich the knowledge for the students. Remind that Curriculum of 2013 needs to be implemented, then the research to search for and find an effective training model, which is based on the ability to search the competence of teachers in teaching mathematics through a scientific approach characterized by mathematical literacy is very feasible.

Previous studies no one has touched the needs of teachers in teaching and have not touched the needs of teachers in improving their competence. Studies that already exist mostly focus on the provision of material that has been set without preceded by the real needs of teachers.

Some researchers who studied teacher training has not touched the necessary needs of teachers, although Burns (2011) and Harwell (2003) who studied the training of teachers think that the training was urgently needed to allow teachers to have high quality in development the teaching profession. Therefore, the element of novelty of the results of this study wanted to search for and find an effective training model, which is based on the ability to search the competence of teachers in teaching mathematics, namely through a scientific approach characterized by mathematical literacy.

Issues to be studied in this article are searching for and finding an effective training model, which is based on the ability to search the competence of teachers in teaching mathematics through a scientific approach characterized by mathematical literacy.
Mathematical Literacy in Elementary Schools

As described in the introduction, mathematics solution are now beginning characterized by mathematical literacy. Sri Wardhani and Rumiati (2011) wrote and confirmed in writing in the book of OECD (2010) that the definition of mathematical literacy by Draft Assessment Framework PISA 2012 is: mathematical literacy is an individual’s capacity to formulate, employ, and interpret mathematics in a variety of contexts. It includes reasoning mathematically and using mathematical concepts, procedures, facts, and tools to describe, explain, and predict phenomena. It assists individuals to recognise the role that mathematics plays in the world and to make the well-founded judgments and decisions needed by constructive, engaged and reflective citizens. Based on that definition, then the mathematical literacy is defined as a person's ability to formulate, implement, and interpret mathematics in various contexts, including the ability to perform reasoning mathematically and using the concepts, procedures, and facts to describe, explain or predict phenomena/events.

Mathematical literacy helps a person to understand the role or usefulness of mathematics in everyday life as well use it to make decisions right as a citizen to build, caring, and thinking. It is actually in line with Permendikbud 21 of 2016 on Standard Process that Mathematics Subjects of basic education that mathematics courses intended that students have the following capabilities. (1) Understanding the concepts of mathematics, describes the relationship between concepts and apply concepts or algorithms, are flexible, accurate, efficient, and precise, in problem-solving. (2) Using the reasoning in the patterns and properties, perform mathematical manipulation in making generalizations, compile evidence, or explain mathematical ideas and statements. (3) Solve problems that include the ability to understand the problem, devised a mathematical model, solve the model and interpret the obtained solution. (4) Communicating ideas with symbols, tables, diagrams, or other media to clarify the situation or problem. (5) Having respect for the usefulness of mathematics in life, are curious, attention, and interest in studying mathematics, as well as a tenacious attitude and confidence in problem solving.

So, if the comparison between mathematical literacy with the aim of understanding the mathematics courses on the Content Standards looked their suitability or understandings. Thus, increasing the competence of Elementary School teachers to have the ability how to prepare math problems containing mathematical literacy, has actually been in accordance with the actual demands of Content Standards Math in Indonesia.

Mathematics Problems that Contains Mathematical Literacy

The following are examples of problems in grade V of negative numbers contained mathematical literacy that highlight the content, process, and context.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Three numbers declared by 3-7; 9-6; and 1 - 8. sequence three numbers from the largest value to the smallest value. Explain why you answer like that.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the matter of the above, appear to contain elements of content, process and context. Content, operation and compares the subtraction of integers. The process, students are expected to apply concepts, facts, procedures, and reasoning da-lam reduction surgery and comparing integers. While the context is personal.

Importance charge of mathematical literacy in math problems as mentioned above is also confirmed by Dahlin, B & Watkins, D (2000) which said that: The understanding is more likely to lead to high quality outcomes than memorizing.” The need for mathematical literacy also reinforced by Wachira, Pourdavood, and Skitzki (2013) which in a journal wrote that: Mathematics instruction should provide students
opportunities to engage in mathematical inquiry and meaning making through discourse, and teachers should encourage this process by remaining flexible and responsive to students’ response and feedback.

**Scientific Approach in the Presentation of Mathematics**

Teaching-learning in Indonesia today regulated by the Regulation of the Minister of Education and Culture (*Permendikbud*) No. 20, 21, 22, 23, and 24 of 2016. Regulation No. 20 on Graduates Competency Standards, No. 21 on the Content Standards, No. 22 on Standard Process, No. 23 on the Evaluation Process and Learning Outcomes, and No. 24 on Core Competence and Basic Competence.

While based on the General Guidelines for Learning stipulated in *Permendikbud* No. 103 of 2014 on the Implementation of Curriculum, the core activities of learning through Scientific Approach, do primary school teachers through the process of observing, questioning, collect of information, associating, and communicating. In the activity observed, the teacher opened wide and varied in providing opportunities for students to make observations through: look, listen, hear, and read. In the ask activity, the teacher encourages students to ask questions about what has been seen, listened to, read, or seen. After conducting ask activity, students explore and gather information from the multiple sources through a variety of ways.

Applications in Mathematics Learning in the Classroom

Curriculum of 2013 will run more effectively if the competence of the teachers in teaching mathematics through a scientific approach characterized by mathematical literacy. To obtain good results in the implementation of Curriculum of 2013 in a high-class/grade, teachers should not only teach facts, concepts, or problems counting repetitive routine for children to be memorized. Math should be deep, understand, and train students to reason effectively. Marton, F & Saljo, R (1976) mentioned that: in mathematics education, there has been tension between deep learning and repetitive learning”. Further reaffirmed that: In western culture repetitive learning is often positioned as the opposite of deep learning and understanding.

Additionally, Lie, S (2006) also wrote that: Western educators emphasise the need for students to construct a conceptual understanding of mathematical symbols and rules before they practise the rules. In fact, the competence of Elementary School teachers in mathematics-based Mathematical Literacy through Scientific Approach is required. Watkins, D & Biggs, J.B (2001) also did not agree that learning mathematics is dominated by memorization activities. They found: One aspect of the criticism is that rote learning is known to lead to poor learning outcomes.

Thus, Elementary School teachers need to explore their competence in mathematics is based on Mathematical Literacy through Scientific Approach. This searching is needed in order to make an Effective Training Model based on searching of the teacher competence toward teacher ability in mathematics teaching through scientific approach characterized mathematical literacy. Watson, A & Chick. H (2011) asserted that: Highlight the importance of teachers selecting mathematical tasks and examples with adequate variation to ensure that the critical features of the intended concepts are exemplified without unintentional irrelevant features.

Hopefully, if the ability or competence of teachers to create math problems containing literacy mathematically identified and followed up until the teachers are competent in presenting the material with a scientific approach that is adequate, will obviously have a positive impact in the implementation of Curriculum of 2013, especially in math. Lauder & Brown, P (2006) asserted that: The strength of a nation is
built on human resources developed by its educational intitutions which train the brains, provide skill and open a new world of opportunities and possibilities to the nation for economic growth, social justice, and poverty alleviation.

For the students themselves, the results of the generalizations made by the students themselves become tools for learning mathematics more effective, and is an important component of their mathematical advances in the international arena in days to come. Watson, A & Mason, J (2006) confirmed that: The results of generalizations created by students became tools for more sophisticated mathematics, and are a significant component of their mathematical progress.

Studies Support

Some studies associated with how to teach mathematics through a scientific approach is characterized by mathematical literacy of them are as follows. The research of Suyitno (2012) applying TPS (Think-Pair-Share) in mathematics which contains problems that contain mathematical literacy results show that the students' ability to solve mathematical problems that are solved by scientific approach can be improved. In addition, the research of Sugiharti (2012) also concluded that the application of the Mind-Mapping model in teaching mathematics containing mathematical literacy can improve the ability of students of Junior High School 2 of Semarang in solving problems.

Additionally, Rochmad, Suyitno, and Sugiharti (2013) in a study that conducted in Senior High School 1 of Temanggung concluded that the application of the TPS-based Mouse Mischief in the teaching of mathematics that includes literacy mathematical and follow the step of scientific pattern may actually enhance the ability of Senior High School students 1 of Temanggung in mathematical problems solving.

Furthermore, Suyitno, Sugiharti, and Pujiastuti (2015) in their research had found the draft of a prototype of a training model based on searches competence of the teachers in teaching mathematics through a scientific approach characterized by mathematical literacy through a scientific approach. This model needs to be tested and analyzed the results of the testing can thus be obtained prototypes training model that can contribute to a fundamental/essential in the field of science, especially the areas of mathematics.

The Benefits of This Research Activity

The research activity was done with the consideration that the results of this study have the following benefits. (1) That there are efforts to improve the training model that has been frequently carried out, so that similar trainings in the future may change and provide effective results. (2) Provided guide the implementation of an effective training model, which is based on the ability to search the competence of teachers in teaching mathematics through a scientific approach characterized by mathematical literacy. (3) To give the positive fundamental contribution, with Prototypes of New Training Model based on searches competence of the teachers are ready to be applied. (4) There is a fundamental contribution with Scientific Publications, so that the research results are expected to be useful for developing countries that will provide training to teachers.

Research Methods

To obtain the results of the research is a prototype of an effective training model, which is based on the ability to search the competence of teachers in teaching mathematics through a scientific approach characterized by mathematical literacy, then conducted a research with a qualitative approach. The research subjects are selected from Elementary School teachers in Semarang city of Central Java. By referring to Miles and Huberman (1994, 2014), then the research methods include: (1) data reduction, (2) the display data, (3) the data interpretation, and (4) conclusion /verification. Data capturing through intensive
discussions in the FGD, testing prototypes in the primary school teachers in Semarang, observation, questionnaires, and interviews open-intensive, and forwarded by triangulation.

**Treatment of Prototype**

To treatment the prototype model of effective training, which is based on the ability to search the competence of teachers in teaching mathematics through a scientific approach characterized by mathematical literacy, conducted in Semarang for Elementary School teachers.
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Figure 1: The some of participants of Training photographed together with the Research Team

In order to deepen in order to analyze the results of tests/treatment, have some Elementary School teachers as a research subject who has followed the trial application of the model of training to complete a questionnaire and interviewed intensively.

![Figure 2](https://example.com/figure2.png)  
Figure 2 Some of Research Subjects fill out a questionnaire prior to being interviewed.

Some teachers were taken based on equity considerations, proximity, speed to meet the subject of research, time efficiency, the location of the school, the accuracy of the data, and other considerations. Its follow-up, the discussion in Focus Group Discussion (FGD). The members of FGD are several of Elementary School teachers who were the subject of the study, all of the research team, and two lecturers from the Department of Mathematics Education of Semarang State University.

**Research Activities Performed and Results**

The research activities that have been done were as follows. In the preliminary studies have obtained accurate information that: (1) the vast majority of Elementary School teachers who were respondents claimed not to know the meaning of mathematical literacy. Elementary teachers do math as they know when they got
a math lesson, (2) teachers did not fully understand the mathematics teaching practices with a scientific approach, and (3) teachers feel difficulty in preparing the Lesson Plan that contains learning activities with a scientific approach and integrated thematic.

Furthermore, the research team has (1) carry out the drafting of the prototype of a training model that is based on searching of the teacher competence toward teacher ability in mathematics teaching through scientific approach characterized mathematical literacy. (2) Through the Focus Group Discussion, managed to consolidate the results of the draft prototype training model that is based on searching of the teacher competence toward teacher ability in mathematics teaching through scientific approach characterized mathematical literacy. (3) To test/treatment the application of the training model (Figure 1 and 2 above). (4) Found a prototype model of training that is based on searching of the teacher competence toward teacher ability in mathematics teaching through scientific approach characterized mathematical literacy, so that the implementation of Curriculum of 2013 operating effectively.

Conclusions and Expectations

This article is intended to contribute ideas so that guidance to teachers, especially to Elementary School teachers provide the maximum benefit. One form of the guidance that is through training. Thus, the results raised in an article expected: (1) there are efforts to improve the training model that has been frequently carried out, so that similar trainings in the future may change and provide effective training results; (2) may give the positive contributing fundamentally, with the completion of the training model based on searches competence of the teachers are ready to be applied; (3) there is the idea about change of a model training, so that this research results are expected to be useful for the developing countries that will organize training of the teachers.
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